Discover what music lovers in UK, Belgium, Australia, and USA already know:

“…the best album in the history of the magazine – ever.”

Share the Sand is the second CD from surf noir pioneers Vegas Beach
“An expansive, inventive, rock instrumental mélange with smoothly soaring modern guitar sounds, oodles
of atmosphere and still with enough of a beat to get your toes gently but inevitably tapping. This is a very
rewarding listen indeed, and my copy has been hijacked by the lady of Pipeline Towers, who has
pronounced it as the best album in the history of the magazine – ever.”
- Alan Taylor, editor of Pipeline Instrumental Review,
The definitive source for information about surf and instrumental music

“A delicious little album from a talented, all originals surf trio from Canada…excitement and smart
drumming on a series of well crafted compositions.”
- Davy Peckett, editor of The New Gandy Dancer
The world’s longest running surf and instrumental music magazine

“A great-sounding CD. I think what sets Vegas Beach apart from a lot of modern surf-influenced bands
are the strong tunes.”
- Bill Kay, www.guitarsandallthatjazz.com
“Vegas Beach gets regular airplay on Rockabilly Rebels Radio Sinaai.” - Radio Sinaai 105.5FM, Belgium
"This was a WONDERFUL surprise!! I just love the sound...so cool and moody, and RICH! It's just
incredible. I haven't been this enthused about a CD in quite a while. I just love it!"
- Clint Beachwood, host of "A Day at the Beach", KCR 1620 AM and 98.9 FM, San Diego

“More great music as before! This is the second CD from Vegas Beach. It continues down a path they
have created: part aquatic, part sensual, layered sound, and very moody songs.”
- Legendary surf DJ Phil Dirt, Reverb Central and KFJC 89.7FM, Palo Alto

“No screaming vocals, just good playing.”

- Steven John, Internet Radio Free Kansas

“I now realize how unique and cool your songs are. Each one is very different and played really well. I'm
obviously impressed!”
- Tom Hinderlin, host of "Tsunami Soul" on WOBC 91.5FM, Oberlin
Get your copy now at:

